
Subject: Re: off topic
Posted by Crimson on Tue, 18 Aug 2009 13:31:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Keep on lying, guys. There are LOTS of people I don't like that are allowed to post here and
advertise their shitty servers so long as they follow the forum rules. I'm not going to name them,
but most of them know who they are.

YOU GUYS advertised yourselves by posting links to private forum posts. If ANY member of this
forum posted confidential, protected information, it would and has been deleted. This includes
warez, source code to cheats, personal information like phone numbers and addresses of people
who do not agree to have them posted. When any other community or person was dealing with a
huge security breach that leaked onto here (such as Reborn private betas leaked), they are
REMOVED and the violators are banned. But you didn't stop there, did you? No, you made more
and more accounts to try and post but I had turned on new account approvals so they all sat in the
approval queue and you were never able to use them to continue to break forum rules.

To further illustrate my point, when arnyswart posted about your boys vs. girls tourney (which is
ironically the same tournament that started this mess), the post was allowed to remain on the
forum (right here at  http://www.renegadeforums.com/index.php?t=msg&th=34012&start=0&rid=8
where you left it) because it followed the forum rules. Your URL is in the link in that thread and it
was not censored or filtered as you claimed it was.

Keep making yourselves look like asses, and people will realize why we do not miss you at
n00bstories and are doing GREAT without you!
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